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Abstract (en)
An improved vending machine for solid products, of the kind which is used through the selection of a product by a selector of choices (3) and
payment by means of a cash input slot (4), characterised because a lower machine body (2) can be distinguished, vending solid products, on top
of which there can be installed, on a supporting surface (5), an upper machine (1) for hot drinks, showing in the front of the lower part the typical
elements of an vending machine (2) of solid products, such as a display (11) of the available products and a drawer (12), with a means of access
(13) to these receptacles, having available at the same time in the posterior part of the vending machine for solid products (2), the housing and
compartments (9) necessary for the receptacles (7) of both supply and collection of liquids, and receptacles for the collection of the more solid
waste (8), while the upper surface area (5) has the openings (10) of connection between these receptacles (7 and 8) and the hot drinks machine (1)
above, and also has the function of a support tray, without the need for different parts. <IMAGE>
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